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Imagery as Internalized Perception. The classic work on imagery has emphasized the
similarity of images to percepts and of operations on images to perceptual or physical opera-
tions. Elegant experiments have supported this view: smaller imagined features take more time
to verify, larger imagined distances take more time to scan, and figures displaced by greater
angles take longer to mentally rotate (see reviews by Finke & Shepard, 1986; Kosslyn, 1980).
These demonstrations, however, have been done under special circumstances, such as instructing
and training subjects to use imagery, and keeping pictures present. Do visual or spatial represen-
tations acquired and used under more natural circumstances have this character? Two classes of
case, cognitive maps and spatial mental models, reveal other characteristics.

Cognitive Maps. Like many useful concepts, the term cognitive map has many senses,
leading to inevitable misunderstandings. One common use is an image of a map or environment,
a coherent whole that can be mentally inspected. Since that use is more specific than necessary
and violated by data, the term is used here very broadly, to refer to whatever mental apparatus,
representations or processes, underly the task behaviors.

First, an observation about the (non-psychological) task of locating landmarks in a town,
cities in a state, continents in the world, stars in the sky, analogous tasks, and analogous, save
scale, to locating objects in a room. Such a task cannot be performed absolutely, but only rela-
tively, to other objects, landmarks, cities, continents, and stars, on the same level of analysis,
and/or to a frame of reference, the room, highways, canonical coordinates, on a more general
level of analysis. Like measurement, memory for spatial location is relative to other locations
and to a frame of reference. This constructivist view can be contrasted with a snapshot theory of
environmental memory, that we remember what we see. It would not be effective to remember
snapshots of the world we explore because we are likely to have different viewpoints the next
time. We need to know where things are relative to one another, not relative to our own particu-
lar viewpoint at a particular moment in time. Despite controversy on many other issues,
researchers from widely different perspectives agree that more general representations of
environments are constructed from particular views.

The strongest evidence for the constructivist view in general, and for the use of other
landmarks and a frame of reference in particular, comes from systematic errors in memory for
maps and environments (Tversky, 1981, 1991a). The use of standards, both landmarks and
frames of reference, yield errors following a similar pattern. When an entity is represented with
respect to some standard or anchor, it is distorted in the direction of that standard. The error that
occurs as a consequence of representing one landmark in terms of another was termed align-
ment. To illustrate, college students were asked to select which of two maps of the Americas
was correct, the correct one, or one altered by moving South America more directly south of
North America. In fact, the east coast of North America barely overlaps the west coast of South
America. A majority of students selected the incorrect, aligned map. Similarly, students pre-
ferred a map of the world in which Europe was more aligned with the United States and Africa
with South America to the true world map.
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The error that occurs as a consequence of encoding a land mass in terms of a frame of
reference was termed rotation. The remembered orientation of South America serves to illus-
trate this. Students were given a cutout of South America and asked to orient it in a north-south
east-west frame. Most of them put South America more upright than it actually is. In fact,
South America appears quite tilted relative to the canonical directions. In general, elongated
figures appear tilted when their primary axis is not the same as one of the canonical axes. Like-
wise, students’ estimates of directions between Bay Area cities revealed that they remembered
the San Francisco Bay Area as oriented more north-south and less east-west than it actually is.

Alignment and rotation appeared for a variety of stimuli and tasks: direction estimates as
well as map recognition; artificial and real maps; environments learned by direct experience and
those learned from maps. They are not the only systematic errors and biases that have been
demonstrated in cognitive maps (Tversky, in press). People incorrectly believe that Reno is east
of San Diego; direction estimates between cities are distorted toward the overall directions of
their respective states (Stevens & Coupe, 1978). Those taking an Atlantic Coast perspective
judge the distance from San Francisco to Salt Lake City to be smaller than those taking a Pacific
coast perspective. This reverses for judgments of the distance between New York City and Pitts-
burgh (I-Iolyoak & Mah, 1982). Finally, people judge the distance from an ordinary location to 
salient landmark to be shorter than the (same) distance from the landmark to the ordinary loca-
tion (SadaUa, Burroughs & Staplin, 1980).

Such errors not only constitute evidence for a constructivist position as opposed to a
snapshot position, they also constitute evidence against a view of a cognitive map as image-like,
as internalized perception. For one thing, systematic distortions are not consistent with internal-
ized perceptions because they do not occur in perception, or occur only in a highly reduced
fashion. Finally, such errors contradict the idea of a cognitive map as a coherent whole. Rather,
our representations of maps and environments appear to be piecemeal, and put together from dif-
ferent bits and kinds of information, with no guarantee of consistency.

Spatial Mental Models. Cognitive maps are prototypically acquired from exploring an
environment or from studying a map, that is, from visual or spatial experience. One of the major
functions of language is to convey experience vicariously. From descriptions of simple
environments--a zoo, a convention center, a town, a recreation area--readers drew maps where
landmarks and the spatial relations among them were nearly as accurate as those drawn by sub-
jects who studied maps instead of descriptions (Taylor & Tversky, 1992).

What is the nature of spatial mental models acquired from text (Tversky, 1991b)? First,
there seem to be representations at several levels of abstraction. The descriptions in Taylor and
Tversky’s experiments took one of two perspectives, route or survey. The route descriptions
took readers on a mental tour of the environment, describing landmarks in terms of right, left,
front, and back, with respect to the reader. The survey descriptions took a bird’s eye view, and
described landmarks relative to one another in terms of north, south, east, and west. Subjects
read either a survey or a route description of each environment, and then responded true or false
to verbatim statements from the read text and the unread text, and to inference statements from
both perspectives. In four experiments, subjects were faster and more accurate to verbatim state-
ments, but, for inference statements, responded as quickly and accurately to statements from the
read perspective as from the other perspective. This, along with other aspects of the data, led us



to conclude that from descriptions with either perspective, subjects construct mental representa-
tions that are more abstract than either perspective, representations similar to structural descrip-
tions, that include all the parts and spatial relations among them in a perspective-free manner.
Presumably, to verify a particular statement, readers use the more general mental model to take
the specific perspective required to respond. Unlike images, such representations cannot be
visualized as wholes, though particular perspectives on them can be.

Another project has examined spatial perspective-taking in more detail in a small-scale
environment (Franklin & Tversky, 1990; Bryant, Tversky & Franklin, 1992; Bryant & Tversky,
1992; Franklin, Tversky & Coon, in press). Typically, narratives described a scene, in an opera
house, say, or hotel lobby, where a character is surrounded by six objects, located at head, feet,
front, back, left, and right. The narrative periodically reoriented the character in the environ-
ment, and subjects were timed to identify the objects currently in the six directions from the
character. According to the mental transformation model, based on research and theory in
imagery, subjects would perform this task by imagining themselves facing the given object and
mentally turning to mentally inspect the probed direction. If subjects did that, they should be
fastest to identify the object straight ahead, slowest to the object behind, and intermediate to the
objects displaced by 90 degrees, head, feet, left, and right. In a dozen experiments, one expli-
citly directing subjects to adopt this strategy, a different pattern of data emerged.

Instead of reflecting the time it takes to mentally inspect the described environment,
times to identify objects along the three body axes fit the pattern predicted by the spatial frame-
work analysis of the relation of the body to the psychological world. The analysis is based in
part on analyses of spatial language by Clark (1973), Fillmore (1975), Garnham (1989), 
(1984), Miller and Johnson-Laird (1976), and Shepard and Hurwitz (1984). In simple situations,
subjects adopt the perspective of the character in the narrative. As before, for the discussion of
cognitive maps, it is proposed that people use a reference frame to keep track of the objects. In
this case, the reference frame is what we called a spatial framework, a mental scaffolding con-
strutted from the axes of the body, head-feet, front-back, left-right, with the objects "attached" to
the specified places. For an upright character, the head-feet axis should be most salient because
it corresponds to the only natural axis of the world, the gravitational axis, and because the head-
feet axis is asymmetric. Next most salient is the front-back axis, which is asymmetric and splits
the psychological world into the half that can be easily perceived and manipulated and the half
that cannot. The left-fight axis neither corresponds to an axis of the world, nor has salient asym-
metries. When the character reclines, no body axis corresponds to gravity, so the head-feet axis
loses its primacy. The physical, perceptual, and behavioral asymmetries of the front-back axis
dominate, so that axis is most salient, followed by head-feet, and then left-right. Retrieval times
followed these patterns in a large number of studies.

Clearly such a pattern, while deriving from people’s conceptions of the perceptual world,
does not correspond to internalized perception. Moreover, it does not correspond to what sub-
jects do "for real," when they are actually surrounded by objects and probed for them by direc-
tions (Bryant & Tversky, 1991). For the traditional imagery-as-internalized-perception view 
hold, behavior in imagined situations must be the same as behavior in perceived situations,
though this is rarely tested.



Mental Reference Frames. The classic view of imagery is as internalized perception, and
it has been demonstrated in many clever experiments. Besides its empirical support, this posi-
tion has theoretical appeal. Its predictions are straightforward and easily derived: mental
representations will resemble physical ones, and mental processing physical processing. Despite
its elegance and simplicity, it does not seem to generalize to other spatial and visual situations of
interest. Rather than being based on internalized perceptions, many spatial mental representa-
tions appear to be based on our conceptions of the visual-spatial world. Our conceptions of the
world are at once more complex, more situation-bound, and more interesting. One pervasive
feature of spatial representations is that they appear to be constructed relative to mental refer-
ence frames. Both perceptual and conceptual factors influence selection of a mental reference
frame (Tversky, 1981, 1991a; Tversky & Schiano, 1989; Schiano & Tversky, 1992): for non-
sense blobs or lines, the sides of the page; for geographical entities, the north-south east-west
coordinates; for lines perceived as graphs, the imaginary diagonal; for objects surrounding a per-
son, the three body axes; for objects in front of a person, the three axes of the world. The selec-
tion of a mental reference frame has consequences for errors in memory and for information
retrieval times in a wide variety of situations.
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